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Introduction
This guide walks you through the process of configuring the Azure Virtual Network Gateway for
integration with the Google Cloud VPN service. This information is provided as an example
only. Please note that this guide is not meant to be a comprehensive overview of IPsec and
assumes basic familiarity with the IPsec protocol.

Topology
The topology outlined by this guide is a basic sitetosite IPsec VPN tunnel configuration using
the standard Azure VPN Gateway:

Preparation
Overview
The configuration samples which follow will include numerous value substitutions provided for
the purposes of example only. Any references to IP addresses, device IDs, shared secrets or
keys, account information or project names should be replaced with the appropriate values for
your environment when following this guide.
This guide is intended to assist in the creation of IPsec connectivity to Google Compute Engine.
The following is a high level overview of the configuration process which will be covered:

●
●
●
●

Configuring the Azure Virtual Network Gateway
Configuring the Google Cloud Platform VPN
Connecting to GCP
Testing the tunnel

The IPsec connectivity will utilize an A
 zure generated preshared key for authentication and
will require the dynamic routing A
 zure gateway type.

IPsec Parameters
For the Azure IPsec configuration, the following details will be used:
Parameter

Value

IPsec Mode

ESP+Auth Tunnel mode (SitetoSite)

Auth Protocol

Preshared Key

Key Exchange

IKEv2

Start

auto

Perfect Forward Secrecy

on

(PFS)

Dead Peer Detection

aggressive

(DPD)

INITIAL_CONTACT
(uniqueids)

on

The IPsec configuration used in this guide is specified below:
Phase

Phase 1

Phase 2

Cipher Role

Cipher

Encryption

aes256

Integrity

sha256

prf

sha196

DiffieHellman (DH)

Group 14 (modp_2048)

Phase 1 lifetime

36,000 seconds (10 hours)

Encryption

aescbc256

Integrity

sha256

Configuration  Azure
Getting Started
The first step is to establish the base networking environment in Azure. Microsoft provides
documentation for getting started with Azure networking. The basic concepts to understand are:
●
●
●

Virtual Networks – these are private networks defined in the cloud service.
Gateway Network – this is a subnet allocated from the “virtual network” IP space. This
subnet will be the home network of the Azure IPsec gateway
Local Networks – these are the onpremise networks that will be exposed to the Azure
network via the IPsec tunnel. In the case of GCP integration, this will represent the GCP
network into which the GCP VPN gateway was deployed

To get started, login to the Azure Management Console and select the Networks entry from the
left hand services panel. Any existing networks will be displayed in the main panel. In our case
we have an existing virtual network named “default”:

Creating the Virtual and Local Networks
For this guide, we will be creating a new virtual network named “GCPTest” to use to connect to
GCP. In addition, we will be assigning a new l ocal network to the GCPTest virtual network
named “GCP”.
To get started, select NEW from the lower left of the action bar. This will invoke the Virtual
Network creation workflow. Select CUSTOM CREATE:

The Virtual Network workflow is organized into pages. The first page is the basic Virtual
Network Details. Enter the name of the new Virtual Network (“GCPTest” in our case) and
select both a location and the associated Azure subscription:

On the second page we enter the configuration for DNS and VPN Connectivity. The o
 ptional
DNS SERVERS setting allows you to enter any p
 rivate DNS servers you have deployed in the
network you will be connecting to Azure via VPN, or any public DNS servers you want to
explicitly specify. In our case we will n
 ot be specifying DNS.
SITETOSITE CONNECTIVITY enables the IPsec VPN configuration workflow and should be
checked. Checking this option will require selecting a L
 ocal Network. We will be c reating a
New Local Network for this exercise. Once all options have been entered, click the lower
righthand arrow to move forward to the next step:

The SITETOSITE CONNECTIVITY configuration panel is where the details of the Google
Cloud VPN configuration are entered. At this point, enter a name we for the local network (in
this case “GCP”), pause the Azure configuration process, and move over to GCP to collect the
required Local Network details:

Completing the Virtual and Local Network Configuration
Once complete, the VPN properties form will display the newly allocated public IP address
which will be used by the VPN. With this information we now have everything required to
continue the Azure configuration. Return to where we left off with the Azure Virtual Network
workflow and enter the public IP assigned to the GCP VPN gateway and the private IP space of
the GCP network:

The next step is to configure the Virtual Network address space within Azure. In this case we
will accept the default of 10.241.0.0/16 as this is compatible with our GCP address space of
10.240.0.0/16. The important thing is that these IP address spaces m
 ust not overlap. IPsec will
be linking these two networks and will not tolerate an IP range conflict. The final step is to add a
“Gateway Subnet” by clicking the “add a gateway subnet” button. With all required items
completed we can click the check mark on the lower right to execute the configuration:

Once the Virtual Network has been created it will appear as a clickable entry in the Azure
networks list. Clicking the Virtual Network will provide access to its dashboard which will display
the current status of the Virtual Network. The next step is to create the VPN Gateway. To do
this click the “Create Gateway” option in the action bar and be sure to select “ dynamic
routing” as the gateway type:

The Azure gateway may take some time to create. The expected behavior at this stage is for
the creation to complete, but not successfully connect since the configuration on the GCP side
is not yet complete. At this stage the IPsec preshared key which will be used for
authentication, and the Azure VPN Gateway public IP address are required. When the Azure
VPN gateway creation is complete the dashboard will update to show the public IP assigned
(redacted in this example):

The final step is to click on MANAGE KEY in the action bar to retrieve the IPsec preshared key
automatically generated by Azure. Click the clipboard icon to copy the key:

Configuration  GCP
Collecting the Required Details from Google Cloud Platform
In the Google Cloud Platform Developers Console, select the project into which the VPN will be
deployed, or create a new project. More information on creating and managing projects can be
found here. To view the current network configuration for the project, select the Networking
entry from the main services menu:

In GCP all projects start with a single network named d
 efault at time of creation. The default
network is configured with a private IP space and a set of base firewall rules. The default
network provides a sufficient starting point for creating a sitetosite IPsec VPN. More
information on networking within the Google Cloud Platform can be found in the N
 etworking
section of the Google Compute Engine documentation.
To continue with IPsec sitetosite VPN configuration on the Azure side, two values are needed
from GCP:
●
●

VPN Device IP Address: the public IP address of the VPN gateway in Google Cloud
Address Space: the private IP address space associated with the Google Cloud
Platform Network
The address space is shown in the network overview and in our case is 10.240.0.0/16:

To get the VPN device IP address, we will need to create a Google Cloud VPN gateway. From
the Networking menu, select VPN. Any existing VPN gateways will be listed in the main
information panel. If no VPN gateways have been created, an option will be provided to create
one:

Click “Create a VPN” to initiate the VPN creation workflow:

The VPN has several user configurable properties. At this stage we can set the following:
● Name: a representative name for the VPN connection (must be lowercase). In this case
we have assigned “gcptoazure”
● Description: free form text for console administrators. In this case we described the
source and destination environments of the IPsec connection.
● Network: the network to which the VPN gateway will be attached. In this example we
have selected “default”
● Region: the region into which the VPN gateway will be deployed. We have selected
“uscentral1”
● IP address: the static public IP address which will be assigned to the VPN gateway. A
new static IP address can also be allocated at this stage. For this case we will go ahead
and select “New Static IP address…” which will trigger the new IP address workflow:

Finalizing the Google Cloud Platform Configuration
At this stage we can return to GCP to complete the configuration. Enter the Azure VPN
Gateway IP and the preshared key collected in the previous step and click “create”. Note that
Azure requires IKEv2:

Once complete the VPN will attempt to connect. To check the VPN status monitor the
developer console. If the VPN successfully connects a green check will mark the remote peer
IP. Note that by default, new GCP Projects are deployed with default firewall rules in place
allowing SSH, RDP and ICMP traffic from any source. If you have specific traffic requirements,
a firewall rule will need to be created allowing the inbound traffic from the Azure source network
on the required ports:

To verify connectivity on the Azure side, return to the Azure Virtual Network dashboard. The
topology map will update to reflect connection status:

Testing the SitetoSite VPN
With the sitetosite VPN online the tunnel is now ready for testing. To test, create virtual
machines in both Azure and Google Compute Engine. Instructions for creating Azure virtual
machines can be found here. To learn how to create virtual machines in Google Compute
Engine, visit the Getting Started Guide.
Once virtual machines have been deployed on both platforms an ICMP echo test can ensure
network connectivity. Note that on Azure the default firewall setting is off for ICMP and will have
to be enabled for this test to work. A demonstration of a functional tunnel is below.

Azure virtual machine pinging the virtual machine in GCE:

GCE virtual machine pinging the virtual machine in Azure:

